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The Jihadist School
'Izz Al-Din Al-Qassam
Islamic Association for Palestine

When we talk about the different prototypes that enriched the Islamic Action by its
views, experiences and Jihad, we should mention the individuality of Izz Al-Din Al-Qassam. He
was an expert M~qahidand a pioneer in the struggle against the imperialism. He was born in

Syria in 1871 and studied in Egypt. He fought the French and escaped to Palestine when he was
sentenced to death. He battled against the British and the Jews there. Muslims should recognize
who is Izz Eddin Al-Qassam as he is a Muslim hero and a Mujahid in the name of God. When we
talk about him, we talk about the legacy of the Modern IsIamic Movement and its history. He
adopted a distinguished way regarding the Islamic work that depends upon education, preparation,
organization and Jihad. If we were to examine our perception of the Palestinian conflict and label
it an Islamic Jihad conflict, then we would need to prove that by observing the Mujahid Tzz Eddin
AI-Qassam. He visited the Palestinian villages to-educate, organize and prepare battalions for the
known day.

Al-Qassam lived through personal and public circumstances that affected and
shaped his personality. He lived with his poor parents in JabaIa City which is located on the
Syrian coast.
Al-Qassarn and his h i l y lived alongside with a cow in one room. I-Xe helped his father in the
field during the day and studied all night at the humble school of Sheikh Mahmud. In 1885, and
at the age of fourteen, he went to Egypt to study at Al-Azhar. On the other side, the public
circumstances represented in the international plot by England and France to intervene in the
internal affairs of the Turkish Islamic StatelOttoman State. Both countries claimed that they were
2

helping the minority interests there and tried to spread its poisons in every internal aspect of the
Turkish State. All those Jewish efforts started to surface after the Pal Conference in SwitzerIand
which decided to bring the Islamic Caliphate down after refusing to sell Palestine to the Jews.
At Al-Azhar, He felt free from the Feudal Lords who controlled his family and all
other families at Jabala. Also, he became very close to the well-known Egyptian Imam,
Muhammad Abdou and learned a lot from him. Most important, he met with his colleagues from
around the world who came to Al-Azhw to learn as well. Together, they explored all possible

ways to enable them to free their countries from ihe political and social injustice.
Al-Qassam left Egypt and went back home to JabaIa. Now, the situation is
different. He is not a poor and weak person anymore. He is an Imam and a teacher for the big
mosque, Ibrahim Ibn Adhim Mosque at labala. Such a position kept him away from the
Federalists who controlled the Ottoman State at that time and wanted to harm him. He continued
to give lectures at the mosque and visited people at their homes and at work. He informed them
about iheir religious rights and responsibilities and they became attached to him.
The Feudal Lords at Jabala felt his influence on people and started to worry. They

have tried many different ways to persuade him but he refused.
Soon, the Muslim, Sultan Abd al-Hamid tumbled and the Jews related leaders
controlled the country through Masonic lodge. Then, World War I started and Al-Sharif Hussain
arranged with England for an Arabic revolution against the IslarniclOtcoman State.
Muslims woke up on Sykes Picot Treaty of 1916, and Balfour Treaty in 1917 to
find out that the Crusaders occupied the Arabic Region. France took over Syria and Lebanon.

England secured Iraq and Egypt and the Jews captured Palestine.
In 1919, Al-Qassam joined Omar al-Bitar to fight the French near the mountains,

close to Latakia, Syria. A witness to Al-Qassam heard him saying:
"Jihad is a religious obligation till the Judgement Day. We all need to do Jihad in the name of

God to free our countries from the colonialist to become Islamic States that apply God's laws.
Arm yourself no matter what. are the circumstances. Sell everything you have and buy weapons
to fight the occupation".
A year later, Al-Qassam realized that he can not continue the fight specially after

he had been sentenced to death. Therefore, he left Syria and went to Palestine. He settled in a
village near Haifa in 1922. Al-Qassam noticed the increased immigration of Jews specifically,

the armed youths from around the world. He consulted the Palestinian leaders about that
problem.He did not agree with them as some wanted to do demonstrations, others wanted to
conduct conferences and even some went to England asking for help.
On the other hand, Al-Qassam knew Jihad is the only path to freedom. Rights are

not given without a fight. Therefore, Al-Qassarn spent the next seven years preparing for Jihad.
He worked as a teacher for Al-Nasr Mosque in Haifa. He joined the Young Men's Muslim
Association in 1926 and was elected president in 1928. He worked as an orator at Al-Istiqlal

Mosque. Also, he became a marriage official. Al-Qassam was able to reach and teach many
people utilizing his roles in the community as a president of the YMMA, as an orator and finally
as a marriage official.
Al-Qassam perceived the preparation for a revolution will require some
measurements. He communicated his views with all people despite of their religious background.
Also, he worked on spreading love and unity among people because the Jews and the Coloniafist
were working hard to divide them. He invited those that were willing to join in and fight in the
name of Allah to free Palestine. Last, he educated people of their responsibilities toward their

country specifically the Muslim Scholars who spent most of their times away from the real issue.
The Colonists wanted to separate state from religion. Such an issue, the Colonist had tried hard

to spread all over Palestine.

To analyze the Islamic Revolution which AI-Qassam declared in PaIestine in 1935,
we will find that the following preceded the revolution; selection, confidentiality, specialization,
stages, clear plan, leader and leadershp.

For selection, Al-Qassam was very precise in choosing his people who will be
joining his organization and carry on the Dawa' to prevent Israel from establishing a Jewish state
on the Palestinian land. He was interested in people who are patients, honest, well behaved,

keep a secret, have the ability to convince others and those who are not afraid to die.
He established his military organization totally based on confidentiality. Even
members of his organization did not know one another and they were known to each other only by
coded names.
As to specialization, he divided his organization into separate speciaIized groups.

One was to organize military training and its leader was officer Jiladat . Another, to kindle the
revolutionary spirit against the Jewish plots to destroy the sacred places. Hajj Hussain Hamadih

was the distinguished leader in that group. A third one was responsible for collecting
contributions to buy weapons. Sheik Hassan al-Bair and Nirnr al-Sa'adi were leaders for that
group. A fourth one for preaching and advertising. A fifth one, to communicate with the
distinguished Arabic individuaIs to unite them and to spy on the Jews and the British to know
their secretive plans. Another group was to participate in demonstrations and was lead by Sheik
Mahmud al-Makhzwmy. Last, a group that was responsible for caring for the martyrs families in

case of outbreak of the revolution.

When it comes to stages, Al-Qassam divided his organization into secretive
groups. Each group included five members and later on, increased to nine. The leadership
included five people. Al-Qassam as a leader, al-Abd Qasim, Mahrnoud Za'rwh, Mahmoud Salih
and Abu Ibrahim aI-Kabir. Each member in ihe organization was to pay a certain amount of
money monthly. As the organization got bigger and bigger, some of the members felt that they do
not have to consult their leaders and wanted to rush into confrontation with the enemy. AlQassam believed that each stage is associated with a specific time. But the stage for confronting
the enemy did not come yet. He was firm to inform those who were eager to confront the enemy

to wait for the right moment. He remembered the unsuccessful revolution in Syria and said; "one
of the reasons for the failure was the early confrontation before full preparation".
Also, Al-Qassam had a clear plan of what is needed to be done and when. He
planned for a complete preparation before declaring the revolution. There were many incidents

from 1933 to 1935 that encouraged Al-Qassam to rush to a revolution but he did not and waited
for the right time. For examples; the number of Jews immigrated to Palestine had increased to
30,000 in 1933. Also, the increased number of martyrs fallen during demonstrations increased as

well. In late 1935 [November], Al-Qassarn called all of his organization's leaders to start the
revolution. 13s plan was to; first, all members of the organization should go to the battle ground,
the mountains of Jenin that are close to Haifa. They would to say goodby to their loved ones and
promise to see them in heaven. Second, each group will go to a village and communicate their

views to people there and ask them to join the organization. When all groups do the same and the
number of members becomes sufficient enough, then they will attack I-Iaifa a and take over all of

governmental and police offices. When the rest of the organization do the same for all other
cities; at such time, Al-Qassam would declare the establishment of the National Government in
Palestine. For a while, the plan worked as outlined. All members took their places in the
mountains and got in touch with people at each village during the day and prayed and trained at
night. One night, a member of the organization fired at a Jewish officer and killed him. The
British Police came from all over Palestine to the mountains of Jenin and fought Al-Qassam and
his members. Al-Qassam had refused to surrender and died as a martyr.

As a leader, Al-Qassam was so dose to his members. He could have surrendered
to the police but refused. He choose death to provide a future and a life for others to follow his
foot steps.

The organization that Al-Qassam built did not resolve when he died. It was a
beginning not an end. At his funeral, people carried his dead body to Haifa. There was an angry
demonstration that destroyed a police station and promised to fulfill his dream to free Palestine.
Also, there was a big celebration in Haifa after forty days of his death. All nationalist Palestinian
individuals attended the ceremony and praised what the Al-Qassam had accomplished. His death
affected all Palestinian people and created a new spirit that is willing to work together and make a
change and fight the Colonists. In addition, people who were in disagreement with him had
realized that he was more wise and all had worked together to ignite more resistance.

Our Arab Nation used different means to confront the European Imperialism since
it occupied the Arab and Islamic countries for the past two hundred years. There were many
twisted political circumstances that allowed foreign control and degrading of national rights. It
pushed Jihad aside, despite the fact that it is the only legitimate way to fight the enemy. AlQassam was a rare phenomena that got us back on the right track to understand how our creed

makes it simple to realize that the armed resistance is the only mean to face the enemy. AlQassam's death was the spark that ignited the revolution of 1936 which spread to all of Palestine
following his death.
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Numerous methods of confrontation have been adopted by our Arab people in combating the
European occupation since it invaded Arab and Islamic nations in the past two hundred years,
beginning with the Napoleon Expedition until the declaration of the British and the French
Mandate m d imposing the direct protectorate status and occupation. Despite the fact that Jihad is
the Sharia mandated option in resisting the enemy, yet many circumstances have found their way
into the Arab life, pushing this core value into a secondary position. Political means with all of
their maneuvers, twists and forgeries took lead over it, something which secured the continuation
of foreign control, the loss of national rights and the desecration o f soil and sanctuaries.
Izz Eddin A1 Qassam was the rare phenomenon in our contemporary life, the one who restored to
the creed its purity and simplicity in that armed resistance is the sole method in combating the
enemy.
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